
Measuring the Reactivity Worth of a Control Rod by the Null Reactivity 
Method 

 
Method 1 Steps 
 

1. Insert a calibrated rod fully (up to the maximum depth, dmax) into the 
reactor. (A calibrated rod is a rod for which we know what the reactivity 

worth is as a function of the depth of insertion )(dc  ) 
2. Make the reactor critical by modifying other parameters, possibly extracting 

some poison. 
3. Insert the rod to be measured 
4. Make the reactor critical again by partially extracting the calibrated rod, up 

to depth d. 

5. Calculate the reactivity worth of the second rod, x . 
 



Calculations 
 
Consider the reactor with the calibrated control rod extracted, but with all other 
parameters having the same value as when the calibrated rod was inserted. 

Its reactivity would be 0  (unknown) 
 
After the insertion of the calibrated rod, we know that the reactivity is zero. 
 

0)( max0  dcc   
 
After we insert the second rod and withdraw partially the calibrated rod, the 
reactor is still critical. 
 

0)(0  xxcx d   
 
Subtracting these two equations we obtain: 
 

0)()( max  xcxc dd   



We can now solve for x  
 

)()( max xccx dd    
 



Example 
 
The reactivity worth of a calibrated control rod as a function of its depth of 
insertion is given in the graph below.  The reactor is made critical with the 
calibrated rod fully inserted.  A second control rod is inserted, and the reactor is 
again made critical by withdrawing the calibrated control rod up to a depth of 

1.5 m.  What is the reactivity worth x  of the second control rod? 
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Solution 
 
Consider the reactor with the calibrated control rod extracted, but with all other 
parameters having the same value as when the calibrated rod was inserted. 
 

Its reactivity would be 0  (unknown) 
 
After the insertion of the calibrated rod, we know that the reactivity is zero. 
 

0)300(0  cmcc   
 
After we insert the second rod and withdraw partially the calibrated rod, the 
reactor is still critical. 
 

0)150(0  xcx cm   
 
 
 
 



Subtracting these two equations we obtain: 
 

0)300()150(  xcc cmcm   
 

We can now solve for x  
 

)150()300( cmcm ccx    
 
Substituting the numerical values, we have: 
 

mkx 5)5(10   



Measuring the Reactivity Worth of a Control Rod by the Null Reactivity 
Method 

 
Method 2 Steps 
 

1. Obtain the reactivity calibration of a liquid poison (e.g. B) as a function of 

its concentration )(Xpoison  
2. Add some poison while maintaining the reactor critical (possibly by 

removing some other reactivity devices).  
3. Mark the poison concentration Xc. 
4. Insert the rod to be measured. 
5. Make the reactor critical again by removing some poison. 
6. Mark the new poison concentration. 

7. Calculate the reactivity worth of the rod, x . 
 



Calculations 
 
The poison reactivity worth is proportional to the poison concentration: 
 

XXpoison   )(  
 
Knowing the reactivity calibration of poison means knowing  , which is 
usually measured in mk/ppm. 
 
Consider the reactor in step 2 but without any poison.  Its reactivity would be 

0  (unknown) 
 
Now consider the (critical) reactor at step 2. 
 

0)(0  cpoisonc X  
 
 



After we insert the rod and remove part of the poison the reactor is still critical. 
 

0)(0  xpoisonx X   
 
Subtracting these two equations we obtain: 
 

0)()(  xcpoisonpoison XX   
 
We can now solve for the reactivity worth of the rod. 
 

 XXXX cpoisoncpoisonx   )()(  
 



Example 
 
The reactivity worth of Boron in a CANDU reactor is 7mk/ppm.  The reactor is 
made critical by the addition of Boron.  A control rod is then inserted and the 
reactor is maintained critical by removing 1.5 ppm of Boron.  What is the 
reactivity worth of the rod? 
 
Solution 
 
By applying the formula we derived, we have: 
 

    )(5.105.17 mkXX cx    
 


